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ABSTRACT
The Wallops 18-Meter diameter UHF-Band and the Morehead State 21-Meter diameter current S-band and future XBand and UHF-Band CubeSat Groundstations answer a growing need for high data rate from CubeSats over government licensed frequencies. Ten years ago, when CubeSats began, they were nothing more than simple science
experiments, typically consisting of a camera and a low data rate radio. The success and wide community support
for the National Science Foundation (NSF) CubeSat Program combined with the increasing number of NASA proposals that utilize CubeSats, and other large government organizations that have started funding CubeSats, demonstrates the maturation of the CubeSat platform. The natural gain provided by the large diameter UHF-, X- and SBand Groundstations enables high data rates (e.g. 3.0 Mbit, 300 times the typical 9.6 Kbit for CubeSats over UHF).
Government funded CubeSats using amateur radio frequencies may violate the intent of the amateur radio service
and it is a violation of National Telecommunications Information Administration (NTIA) rules for a government
funded ground station to use amateur radio frequencies to communicate with CubeSats. The NSF has led the charge
in finding a suitable government frequency band for CubeSats. Although amateur frequency licensing has historically been easy and fast to obtain, it limits downlink data rate capability due to narrow spectrum bandwidth allocation. In addition to limited bandwidth allocation, using unencrypted and published downlink telemetry data, easily
accessible by any receiver, has not satisfied the needs of universities, industry and government agencies. After
completing a decade mainly operating at the amateur radio frequency and using inexpensive but unreliable amateur
commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) space and ground hardware, the CubeSat community is looking for different CubeSat and ground system communication solutions to support their current and future needs.
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recommended that NASA CubeSat missions also use
heritage bus components similar to the approach of
the sounding rocket program.

WALLOPS BACKGROUND: FROM SOUNDING ROCKETS TO CUBESATS
Goddard Space Flight Center’s Suborbital and Special
Orbital Projects Directorate (GSFC/SSOPD), located
at Wallops Flight Facility (WFF) has previously managed the Shuttle Small Payloads Project (SSPP). The
SSPP designed, developed, tested, integrated and
flew a group of small payload carrier systems aboard
the space shuttle. Wallops is renowned for its lowcost, quick response, and customer focused capabilities to support NASA and external flight projects, using a suite of research carriers and mission operations

The National Science Foundation (NSF) selected Wallops to support their CubeSat Program, which began
in 2008, by assisting with manifesting, implementing,
and mentoring CubeSat missions. This support has
enabled Wallops to remain cognizant of the state-ofthe-art in CubeSat bus systems and engage in valuable lessons-learned from University experiences.
Godard/Wallops
provides end-toend CubeSat capabilities which
span from science
requirements, to environmental test
Figure 1. Poly Picosatellite Orbital
systems. A large
Deployer (P-POD) with CubeSats
aperture
Walon Vibration Table at GSFC/WFF
lops UHF Radar
system provides
high data rate gov-ernment- frequency Cube-Sat
ground station support. The Wallops UHF CubeSat
groundstation will be discussed further in this paper.
The same test systems and laboratories that are being used for sounding rocket and balloon payloads,
are available for use with CubeSat missions. Figure
1 shows a Poly Picosatellite Orbital Deployer (P-POD)
with CubeSats on a vibration table at GSFC/WFF.

Wallops provides suborbital launch vehicles, payload
development, and field operations, principally to
NASA’s Science Mission Directorate, but also to other Directorates, Centers, and Agencies. Wallops has
a history of supporting missions ranging from student payloads to high-profile science research, and
has conducted more than 600 missions over the last
20 years.
For decades the NASA sounding rocket and balloon
programs, managed at Wallops, have, and continue
to be, indispensable platforms for developing and
nurturing the next generation of scientists and engineers, for testing and validating new technologies
and instrumentation, and for offering rapid access to
space for cutting-edge science experiments. CubeSat missions are similar to suborbital in terms of
risk posture and cost. Wallops has experience in applying streamlined processes to achieve acceptable
reliability without compromising on Safety.

MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY BACKGROUND WITH CUBESATS AND SMALL
SATELLITES

The primary objective of most University CubeSat
missions is to provide training and hands-on experience for students. The goal of NASA’s CubeSat missions is to make scientific observations or measurements reliably. Wallops has been providing heritage
bus systems (e.g. Power, Attitude Control, Telemetry, Command and Data Handling) to sounding rocket and balloon principal investigators thereby reducing mission risk for science and instrument maturity.
The high degree of reliability, greater than 90%, of
the sounding rocket program is largely attributable
to the use of proven heritage bus components. It is
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The Space Science Center at Morehead State
University (MSU), Morehead, KY (USA) has a history
of developing and operating microsatellite and
nanosatellite systems with a variety of partnercollaborators for astrophysics, research, and
commercial and government applications. Faculty
and students of the Morehead State University
Space Science Center have developed a series of
nanosatellites including Kysat-1 and KySat-2 with the
Kentucky Space program, EduSat with the University
of Rome that was launched from Russia on a Dnepr
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rocket in August 2011 and its successor UniSat-5,
TechSat-1, a tech-demo satellite for the U.S. Space
and Missile Defense Command with commercial
partners including Radiance Technologies and
Honeywell International, and the Cosmic X-Ray
[1]
Background Nanosatellite (CXBN) .
All of the
satellite systems were designed, built, tested and
validated in the Morehead State Space Science
Center, primarily by undergraduate students.
Engaging engineering students in the system design
(mechanical, electronic and software), pre-flight
validation and testing, and operation of these small
spacecraft provides invaluable experience, and at
the same time, allows the university to conduct costeffective science and technology demonstration
missions with this technology.

and Technology Corporation (KSTC) a private
nonprofit
corporation
committed
to
the
advancement of science, technology and innovative
economic development in Kentucky.
KySat-2 is a replacement for KySat-1 which was
launched in March 2011 as a secondary payload on
NASA's Glory Mission.
KySat-2 is a direct
replacement for KySat-1having the same mission
objectives, same subsystems (but upgraded) and the
same concept of operations but with additional tech
[3]
demo capabilities .
The primary goal of the KySat series is two-fold: 1.)
to develop and establish flight heritage for CubeSat
systems developed in Kentucky and 2.) to engage
students in Kentucky and beyond in education and
public outreach (E/PO) designed to stimulate their
interest in space and in science, mathematics, and
engineering in general.

KySat Series of Nanosatellites
The Kentucky Satellite (KySat) series of satel-lites are
1U (10 x 10 x 10 cm) CubeSats designed primarily as
a test bed for the KySat standard bus and
experimental payloads, with a concept of operations
of outreach to K-12 students across Kentucky. The
series of cubesats has been developed and operated
[2]
by the Kentucky Space
program, which is a
collaborative effort of public and private partners
throughout the state of Kentucky focused on small
satellite development and access to space for small
payloads. The Kentucky Space consortium was
formed under the leadership of the Kentucky Science

The KySat-2 cube implements a number of
improvements over KySat-1 including, deployable
solar panels that produce approximately two Watts
of continuous power, improved EPS and C&DH
systems, and a stellar gyroscope experiment
designed as an innovative attitude knowledge
system that compares images of stars (along with
sun and magnetic field vectors) to determine
spacecraft pointing, orientation, and roll rate.
CXBN Series of NanoSatellites
The Cosmic X-Ray Background Nanosatellite (CXBN)
series of satellites has been developed under a
university-based partnership led by the Space
Science Center at Morehead State University (MSU)
[4]
. The first in the series, CXBN-1 was built in 2011
and accepted by NASA’s ELaNa program for a flight
opportunity. It is currently on orbit. The objective of
the CXBN series is to make improved measurements
of the X-Ray background (in the 30-50 keV range)
with a detector system based on a Cadmium Zinc
Telluride array.
MSU was responsible for
engineering, fabrication and testing of the spacecraft

Figure 2. KySat-1 (Left) and KySat-2 (Right). The Objective of
the KySat Series of CubeSats is to provide flight heritage for
subsystems developed by the KySpace group, to support
experimental payloads, and to provide education and public
outreach to precollege students
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Figure 3. CXBN-1 The CXBN series of
nanosatellites developed by Morehead State
University as proof of concept for astrophyisical measurements of the Diffuse X-Ray background using the CubeSat form factor.

Figure 4. CXBN-2 being developed by Morehead
State University will attempt to make the most precise
measurement to date of the Cosmic X-Ray Background from the primordial universe.

primary command and data acquisition facilities.
With improvements derived from the team's
experience with CXBN, CXBN-2 has the potential to
increase the precision of an important measurement
that will lend insight into the astrophysics of the
early universe.

subsystems. Partners from Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory and Noqsi Aerospace also
contributed to the mission.
CXBN-2, second in the series, implements a number
of improvements on the CXBN design that will
improve the precision of the scientific measurement
(increase the S/N) and improve the reliability of the
spacecraft bus while advancing the flight software
and therefore the mission and spacecraft
capabilities. Mission operations at Morehead State
University now utilize the substantial gain of the 21M Antenna system, when combined with Software
Defined Radio systems and techniques, significantly
reduces mission risk by implementing the ability to
detect and decode extremely weak beacons,
telemetry, and down-linked data from small
spacecraft in LEO with limited prime power and
transmission power. See Figure 4.

THE UNISAT SERIES OF MICROSATELLITES
The UniSat series of satellites is a series of
microsatellites in the 25-40 kg range developed by
the Astrodynamic Group of the University of Rome
"La Sapienza” (GAUSS) group. The team is managed
by Ph.D. and graduate students with the support and
supervision of professors. UniSat‐5 is a civilian
scientific microsatellite whose primary mission is to
test home grown research equipment in the space
conditions, create heritage for follow‐on missions,
and provide hands on experience and training for
university students. The satellite, will carry four
principal payloads:

The conops for the CXBN series is characterized by a
sun-pointing, spinning spacecraft (1/6 Hz) in LEO
with a non-equatorial inclination. Trajectories over
the primary Earth station at Morehead State
University (MSU in Morehead, KY) are necessary to
acquire the science data and spacecraft telemetry as
the MSU Earth station (21M antenna with a newly
implemented UHF focal plane array) will serve as the
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1. GlioSat, a space biomedical experiment with the
goal of investigating the combined effects of
microgravity and ionizing radiation on Glioblastoma
cells behavior, lead by the Aerospace Engineering
School with the support of IRCCS research center
and Space Science Center at Morehead State
University.
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2. A stand-alone system for high definition digital
imaging. It is composed of a camera, a telescope, Cband & S-band transceivers.

The de-orbit system developed at Morehead State
uses 0.5 PQU in stowed configuration and expands
to facilitate disposal by re-entry.

3. MRFOD, a student-built technology demonstrator
which will result in the ejection of twofemtosatellites called PocketQub (under 400 g.)
proposed by Professor Robert J. Twiggs (currently at
Morehead State University).

The BeakerSat-2 spacecraft is designed to provide a
component testbed for various spacecraft
technologies, primarily among them being a de-orbit
system that also increases the spacecraft radar cross
section. See Figure 5.

4. GAUSS CubeSat Deployer System, a student-built
technology demonstrator which will allow the
deployment of a 1U CubeSat.

Because of the extreme constraints on space and
mass in the PocketQub standard, only the most basic
subsystems are included. The satellite structure is
composed of 1.6mm FR4 PCB mounted to an
anodized aluminum frame. A dipole blade antenna
is mounted to the +Z face of the Qub. This second
iteration of the Kentucky Space-Morehead State
University developed PocketQub is a basic system
that generates and stores power, and beacons
constantly communicating with the MSU Earth
station which will measure flight dynamical data to
evaluate the effectiveness of the de-orbit system.

Unisat-5 will be launched in the second half of 2013
using a Dnepr Launch Vehicle.

THE POCKETQUBS--FEMPTOSAT SERIES OF
SATELLITES
A new satellite standard was proposed in 2009 by
Professor Robert Twiggs (now at Morehead State
University) for a satellite even smaller than the
CubeSat, a femto-class satellite called PocketQub™.
This Fempto-class satellite standard is a 5 cm cube
weighing 250 grams. As in the CubeSat standard, the
PocketQub can be configured in 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5,
and 3.0 units.

The Space Science Center group operates several
ground stations, including low-bandwidth VHF/UHF
systems and a state-of-the art 21-meter diameter,
full motion, parabolic dish antenna system, to
support these and other university-based small
satellite missions. Ground operations and the 21-M
Ground Station are described in a later section.

WALLOPS CUBESAT AND GROUND SYSTEM
COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT AND CUBESAT FREQUENCY STANDFigure 5. BeakerSat-1CAD Model (Left)
and Photograph (Right). BeakerSat-1 will

ARDIZATION

be among the first femptoSats
PocketQubs flown when it launches in
2014
Morehead State University's first PocketQub,
BeakerSat-1 has been built and awaits launch in
2014. The BeakerSat-1 spacecraft is designed to
provide a component test-bed for various spacecraft
technologies, primarily among them being a de-orbit
system that also increases the spacecraft radar cross
section. BeakerSat-1 uses the bus, power systems
and radio that equal 2.5 PocketQub Units (PQU).
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About ten years ago, when CubeSats began, they
were nothing more than simple science experiments,
typically consisting of a camera and a low data rate
radio. Now NASA, NSF, and other large government
agencies have started funding CubeSat projects for
various missions. The NSF has been funding space
weather CubeSat projects for several years, and has
led the charge in finding a suitable government frequency band for CubeSats.
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Government funded CubeSats using amateur radio
frequencies may violate the intent of the amateur
radio service and it is a violation of National Telecommunications Information Administration (NTIA)
rules for a government funded ground station to use
amateur radio frequencies to communicate with CubeSats. After completion of the first ten years mainly operating at the amateur radio frequency and using inexpensive but unreliable amateur COTS space
and ground hardware, the CubeSat community is
looking for different CubeSat and Ground System
Communication systems to support their current and
future needs. Although amateur frequency licensing
has historically been easy and fast to obtain, it really
limits downlink data rate capability due to narrow
spectrum bandwidth allocation. Also using unencrypted and published downlink telemetry data,
easily accessible by any receivers, has not satisfied
the needs of universities, industry and government
[5,6].
agencies

ard flight and ground components are used that
have been certified once by NTIA, the time required
to obtain frequency authorization is cut in half and
becomes less daunting to the developers. The existing Near Earth Network X-band system is standardized therefore all that is needed is to standardize the
flight hardware.
CubeSats require small, compact, low cost, efficient,
reliable, and robust antenna and communication
system designs with stable electrical and radiation
characteristics in harsh space environments to compensate typical limitations such as power and physical size/shape. Since CubeSats have limited mass,
power, real estate, cost, radiation performance
characteristics, these constraints bring more challenges to the CubeSat/small satellite communication
system. Schedule and budget limitations in space
technology force development of more advanced
and robust communications systems for CubeSat/small satellites. Increasing the data rate for
these satellite communication systems can attract
more science missions and provide new opportunities for new science missions that are not currently
feasible due to limited cost and schedule.

NASA GSFC WFF is one of the leading organizations
which designed, developed and fabricated a 6U cube
satellite with S-band communications system. Currently there is an effort to design a system using Xband for CubeSat support with more efficient and
complex modulation and encoding schemes to address CubeSat community increasing needs. Wallops
has dedicated the antenna portion of the 18.3 m
UHF-band ground station to the NSF funded CubeSats Dynamic Ionospheric CubeSat Experiment
(DICE). WFF is currently working on CubeSats frequency standardization effort which includes categorizing existing CubeSat communication systems especially radios and ground station solutions, performing tradeoff advantages and disadvantages of
UHF-, S- and X-bands, prediction the future direction
and bands for CubeSat communication. Also, this
effort has implications for determining short term
and future frequency bands and ground station solutions for the growing number of CubeSats being
launched. One of the main goals is to standardize
CubeSat flight and ground communications hardware systems and the frequency utilization of CubeSats thereby reducing the amount of time required to obtain frequency authorization. If stand-
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The amount of time required to obtain a frequency
assignment for CubeSats is a problem for government CubeSat missions. The process for NASA to obtain a CubeSat frequency assignment can take more
than a year. This is not a problem for the typical satellite mission that takes many years to mature to
flight hardware. It is a serious issue for CubeSats because they are meant to be quick response low cost
missions. That is a primary reason why previous
non-NASA CubeSat missions have chosen to use the
amateur frequency assignment approach since historically, the process used to take a few months with
minimum submission paper work. The proposed solution is to have as blanket frequency assignment
established for government funded CubeSats similar
to that which exists for radio amateurs with a similar
approach to that for the amateur frequency application process.
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CubeSats mostly operate at UHF and S-band. Since
the bulk of the frequency authorizations that CubeSats obtained are secondary rather than primary
and the UHF band is presently crowded, downlink
communications may be affected by interference.
To support higher data rates, it is recommended to
go to higher frequency bands to take advantage of
both ground systems and CubeSat communication
system performance enhancement. For instance a
satellite link can obtain around 25 dB/K enhancement in the G/T by using the Wallops 18.3 meter
SPANDAR S-band ground station instead of the 18.3
meter UHF ground station. Also one can obtain
around a 5 dB enhancement in the link by using appropriate X-band spacecraft antennas instead of UHF
antennas. X-band will be more attractive for high
data rate CubeSat science missions and there is a big
need for a standard, robust and low cost X-band CubeSat/small satellite communication architecture.
This effort will be a big step to move CubeSat communication systems into X-band with higher data
rates, higher order modulation and encoding
schemes that will be enhance link quality and overall
system capability.

TRL

Flight
Heritage

Frequency
Bands

Data Rate

Mass (g)

Tethers
Unlimited

TRL5

No

S-band2450MHz

400 kbps

380

1

10X10X3.5

BPSK/FEC can be
added

MHX-2420

TRL9

RAX

S-band

230 kbps
Downlink/115
kbps Uplink

75

1

8.9X5.3X1.8

FSK/FSK

AstroDev
Lithium
Radio

TRL9

RAX,
Firefly,
CXBN,
CSSWE,
CINEMA

UHF
S-band being
developed

9.6 kbps,
38.4 kbps,
76.8 kbps

52

250 mW – 4
W

10X6.5X3.3

FSK/GMSK

TRL9

DICE,
MicroMAS,
CeREs

UHF

24Mbps
downlink/250
kbps uplink

215

2

6.9X6.9X1.3

OPSK/FSK,GMSK :
TurboFEC/Convolutio
nalCoding

TRL4

No

S-band
24Mbps
downlink/UHF downlink/250
uplink
kbps uplink

215

2

6.9X6.9X1.3

OPSK/FSK,GMSK :
TurboFEC/Convolutio
nalCoding

Nimitz
Radio

TRL3

No

S-band
50
Downlink/UHF
kbps/1Mbps
uplinlk

500

1

9X9.6X1.4

Uplink FSK, GFSK
Downlink BPSK

MSFC

TRL 7

FASTSat2

S and X-band
150
downlink/S- mbps/50kbps
band Uplink
uplink

<1kg

2

10.8X10.8X7.6

BPSK/OQPSK LDPC 7/8

L3 Cadet

Output
Volume(cm^3)
Power(watt)

Modulation/FEC

Table 1. CubeSat transceiver specifications

reliable and have more data downlink capability.
The increased directivity typically associated with
the higher gain of these antennas will in turn increase the requirements for pointing and orientation
of the spacecraft if conventional approaches are taken.
Some of the small satellite antennas have been designed and tested during this effort are microstrip
patches, helices, single or crossed dipoles, monopoles and slot antennas and they are used for TT&C,
GPS, and science data downlink. Also Fractal antennas have been considered due to some desirable
properties such as compact size, versatile form factor, rugged construction, flexible shapes/sizes and
superior wideband performance. The proposed
work offers a downlink capability around 100 times
the data rate of existing CubeSat systems with game
changing communication systems. This communication system will reduce operation costs significantly
for CubeSats. Figure 6 is dedicated to Wallops 6U
representative simulated S-band and measured Xband antenna patterns. Some of the designed and
simulated antennas offer some improvements such
as practical shrinkage of 50-75 % and 25-50 % less
power consumption with no performance degradation.

While existing on orbit and CubeSats in the pipeline
will need the UHF stations for a number of years,
UHF is not a good candidate for long term frequency
standardization due to the RFI that is so
unpredictable in that band. One should also notice
the importance of choosing frequencies that are
presently supported by existing resources such as
the NASA Near Earth Network (NEN) S- and X- band
ground stations. Funding is not available to establish
a network to support high quality CubeSats links at
frequencies that are not supported by existing
resources. Table 1 shows CubeSats’ transceivers and
their specs at UHF-, S-and X-bands.
Today's CubeSat communication technology provides on the order of hundreds of kbps downlink data rates, while future science missions requires at
least tens (or hundred) of Mbps downlink data rates
since the new sophisticated missions collect and
downlink more data. These new future mission requirements require antennas which are compact,

Schaire
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The primary aspects of mission operation services
for which the 21-Meter Earth station are utilized in
Earth station mode include satellite tracking and associated scheduling, command sequence generation,
uplink and downlink commanding, science instrument control, satellite housekeeping, orbit tracking,
modeling trajectories, management of down-linking
activities including science and telemetry data acquisition, storage, archiving, and distribution. Scheduling and commanding of the satellites are carried out
by ground station personnel that include a significant
student workforce component. The system was designed with appropriate gain, drive speeds and
pointing and program tracking precision to provide
the capability to track LEO satellites in moderately to
highly inclined orbits. The gain and RF sensitivity are
appropriate to support a robust niche radio astronomy research program. The basic performance
characteristics (aperture, dynamics, and radio frequency) are provided below for the currently operating frequency regimes.

Figure 6. Wallops 6U representative a) simulated Sband and b) measured X-band antenna patterns

The envisioned approach to help justify this solution
is to standardize the flight and ground hardware and
modulation techniques used for telemetry from and
command to the CubeSats and establish the stations
that will provide the ground support. This approach
reduces and simplifies the Certification of Spectrum
Support process because the purpose of that process
is to establish that the hardware used is capable of
transmitting an appropriately clean RF signal within
the assigned bands. That process then only needs to
be completed once given the proposed
standardization.

The 21-Meter is an extremely capable system, having
pointing and tracking specifications capable of supporting space assets in a wide range of Earth orbits,
sufficient aperture (and therefore gain) to support
missions to the Moon and the inner solar system,
and excellent surface accuracy (RMS surface deformations)—good enough to support Ku missions and
potentially even Ka band missions (using techniques
that illuminate only the interior, highest accuracy
surface of the dish). The system is designed to operate efficiently over a variety of frequency bands
[7]
ranging from UHF to Ka-band . See Tables 2 and 3
and Figure 7.

MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY CUBESAT GROUND STATION

The Morehead State University Space Science Center
operates a 21-Meter Space Tracking Antenna that is
capable of providing telemetry, program tracking,
and command (TT&C) services for a wide variety of
space missions. The 21-Meter has the capacity to
track satellites in low earth orbit (LEO) with extremely low transmission power, as well as satellites at geostationary, lunar, and Earth-Sun Lagrangian orbits.
The 21-Meter antenna ground station was recently
upgraded with the main focus of providing great
flexibility and the most current electronics to track
spacecraft and conduct experiments. These upgrades include a state-of-the-art digital system based
on a software defined front-end processor, automation electronics, and controlling software used by
NASA's Near Earth Network. The 21-Meter is also
used as a test bed for advanced RF systems developed by faculty and collaborators, and has been employed in a growing portfolio of satellite missions.

Schaire

The 21-Meter system is designed to accomodate
interchangeable feeds to work at these diverse
frequencies. Currently, Morehead State University
has four different feed systems, L-band, S-Band, high
C-band and Ku-band, with low C–band and UHF
systems under development. One of the goals of the
21-Meter program is to be capable of as many
diverse tasks as possible to help capitalize on its
potential. A key element of this strategy is to
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FEATURE

PERFORMANCE

Diameter

21 Meter

Optics

Prime Focus

Polarization

RHCP,LHCP,VERT,HORZ

Travel Range

AZ +/- 275 degrees from S
EL -1 to 91 degrees
POL +/- 90 degrees

Velocity

AZ Axis = 3 deg/sec
EL Axis = 3 deg/sec

Acceleration

AZ = 1. 0 deg/sec min
2
EL = 0.5 deg/sec min

Tracking Accuracy

<= 5% Received 3 dB Beam
(0.005 deg RMS Ku-Band)

Pointing Accuracy

<= 0.01 deg rms

2

Table 2. Morehead State University 21-Meter Ground
Performance Specifications
Radio
Frequency
Fig. 7. The Morehead State University Space Science
Center 21-M Ground Station, Morehead, KY (Lat: 38°
11̒ 30.773 N, Long: 83° 26̒ 19.948 W) USA

L-Band

S-Band

High CBand

KuBand

Frequency

1.40 GHz

2.4-2.7
GHz

7.1-7.6
GHz

11.2
GHz

Antenna Gain

47.80
dBi

52.8 dBi

62.0 dBi

65.50
dBi

System
Temperature,
Tsys

83 K

215K

215K

138 K

G/T at 5
Elevation

28.6
dBi/K

29.5dBi/
K

38.7dBi/
K

44.1
dBi/K

HPBW

0.62

Performance
Criterion

provide operation in as many frequencies regimes as
possible for radio astronomy observations and
several bands for satellite mission support. To
accomplish this, the feed system must be either
broadband (which is typically not very efficient) or
different feeds must be installed. Toward this end,
the Space Science Center at Morehead State
University has either developed or acquired feed
systems in the RF bands mentioned above. These
include commercially-produced feeds (L-band and
Ku-bands) developed by Vertex RSI (General
Dynamics) of Richardson, TX, U.S.A., experimental
feeds at S–band and High C–band developed by
Microwave
Engineering
and
Manufacturing
Corporation (MEMCO) of Frederick, MD, USA and
feeds developed in-house.

o

o

0.37

o

0.13

o

0.08

o

Table 3. Morehead State University 21-Meter Ground
Station RF Performance Characteristics

The Ku–band measurement is over the entire band
[9]
so the average frequency is used in the G/T . L–
band specifications are at 1.4 GHz and Ku–band
specifications are at 11.2 GHz. System temperature
[9]
is calculated at 40 degree elevation .

Measured performance characteristics of the Lband, S-band, High C-Band Ku-band system made in
[8]
situ on the instrument are provided in Table 2 .
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The 21-Meter has been employed in a growing
portfolio of satellite missions including serving as the
primary ground station for KySat-1, KySat-2 and the
Cosmic X-Ray Background NanoSatellite (CXBN)
missions, and as a secondary ground station for
UniSat-5, the Radio Auroral Explorer 2 (RAX2) and
others. The system has also been employed in the
testing and calibration of the NASA Lunar
Reconnaissance Orbiter synthetic aperture radar
(mini-SAR) at X- and S-bands. The team is upgrading
the system to incorporate remote operations and to
become Space Link Extension (SLE) compliant and is
planning to implement a UHF feed for CubeSat
ground operations that is described in the following
section.

partially derived from dish operations at Cable TV
providers in the 1980s, who use C-band dish systems
at their head ends. The C band dish systems often
had to look at several satellites in the Clark belt
simultaneously. While optimal performance of a
feed in a dish antenna depends on many factors,
primarily the positioning of the appropriate feed at
the parabolic focal point, somewhat degraded but
still adequate, performance could be obtained by
moving the feed laterally from the focal point. The
loci of this type of operation is in what may be
termed the “focal plane” of the dish, a region that is
perpendicular to the axis of symmetry of the dish
and lies within a bounded region around the focal
point, on this plane. This allowed cable TV systems
to observe several satellites simultaneously from the
same aperture, because offsetting the feed in this
plane “squints” the beam off the main axis of the
dish. Therefore, proper lateral offset allows a
second (or third) feed to observe another satellite.

DEVELOPMENT OF AN EXPERIMENTAL UHF FEED
FOR THE MSU 21-METER
One of the primary frequency bands in use is the 437
MHz amateur radio allocation, and Morehead, NASA,
and many others currently use this frequency. The
antenna systems implemented for this frequency regime typically are amateur-radio style conventional
long-boom Yagi design, with orthogonally polarized
element sets, quadrature combined to produce circular polarization. These antenna systems are limited in the directivity (gain) they can produce. This
can be a limiting factor in establishing a communications link for the satellite to the ground station, as
the antenna gain and prime power output of the
satellite transmitter are constrained by necessity.
Many CubeSat missions have, as a result, been limited in mission success owing to limited or no communication links with these amateur radio ground
stations.

Additionally, concepts have been borrowed from
monopulse radar principles and phased array radar
systems for this initial design. Borrowing from the
traditional 4-horn monopulse radar feed combining
system, a sum beam can be created by four radiating
apertures in the focal plane of a parabolic reflector.
This beam can synthesized by in-phase combination
of the drive signal to these apertures (typically small,
low gain, horn antennas). Careful design of the elements that form this beam can insure the proper illumination function required to satisfy the needs of
the dish reflector. By reciprocity, it is known that
this sum beam works the same whether radiating or
receiving signals.
Finally, from phased array principles, the combination of appropriately spaced elements can form a
beam in a given direction. The spacing of the elements is usually of orders of ½ wavelength at the
frequency of operation. The use of these ideas will
allow the installation of a permanent 437 MHz array
for satellite operations, on the 21-Meter antenna
system, which will not interfere with the prime focus
operation and that will allow the high gain parabolic
reflector and real time precision pointing pedestal

The Morehead State University Space Science Center
is working with NASA Wallops Flight facility and the
National Science Foundation to develop and implement an experimental UHF feed on the Morehead
State University 21-Meter ground station that could
ultimately lead to a system that would provide
command and telemetry over UHF to support government and university CubeSat communities. An
experimental feed system is under design that will
cover the 437 MHz band based on an initial concept
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system to be used for CubeSat missions. An additional benefit is that operation at S-band for high
speed data downlink can be combined with the
TT&C communications link on the same aperture.

cations systems performance that ultimately drives
data downlink rates, total data received, and telemetry and command functions. The NWMGN is capable
of providing services to a wide variety of mission
customers, at various low-earth orbits (LEO), geosynchronous orbits (GEO), highly elliptical orbits, Lagrange point orbits, Lunar, and inner solar system
missions at multiple frequency bands through all
phases of a mission’s lifetime.

The overall basic design incorporates broadband dipole pair, orthogonally disposed about a common
boom, with a reflector, and the option for a director
set. This forms the basic element. Four of these will
be mounted on the dish at the junction points of the
hub and support legs, thus providing minimal aperture blockage while providing solid mounting positions on the hub, with the booms looking into the
dish. Eight matched electrical time delay length cables will bring the respective elements to the appropriate combiners, with the associated switch circuitry. Remote transmit & receive control as well a polarization will be implemented. This experimental
UHF feed system will provide proof of concept toward an extremely high-gain, high performance UHF
ground station that would have an estimated 37 dB
of gain (compared to the Yagi systems that have
roughly 16 dB of gain).

The significant gain of the two major elements of the
NWMGN represent a major improvement in risk reduction and potential mission success to CubeSat
and microsatellite operators by significantly increasing the RF link margin over the amateur radio ground
stations typically used for these missions. NWMGN
services are contracted through the NASA Wallops
Flight Facility. The NWMGN currently operates at
UHF band with long term plans to offer ground operations services on both ground stations at S and Xbands.

WALLOPS UHF RADAR CUBESAT GROUNDSTATION
The Wallops UHF Radar came online around 1959
and is a high power narrow beam system (2.9°
Beamwidth; 18.3 m dish). The Wallops UHF Radar is
one of only two dishes with similar capability at UHF
Band (380 to 480 MHz) in the U.S. In the past the
Radar has also been used for tracking and study of
reentry wakes in the upper troposphere.

NASA WALLOPS-MOREHEAD GROUND NETWORK

A Ground Network (GN) has been established to
support the university, commercial, and government
communities. The NASA Wallops-Morehead Ground
Network (NWMGN) currently consists of two largeaperture Earth Stations: 1.) the Wallops UHF Radar
CubeSat Ground Station, and 2.) the Morehead State
University 21-Meter Ground Station.

The UHF Radar has the following specifications:
•Beam width: 2.9°

The technical capabilities of each of the ground stations are described in this paper. The NWMGN provides comprehensive communications services for
customers that operate small-scale space assets.
These services include telemetry, commanding, and
program tracking services for orbital missions. Analysis services including RF link modeling and simulation, coverage analysis, and ground station compatibility assessments are also offered by the NWMGN.
These services can potentially be used during the
mission design phase to facilitate the satellite developer's achievement of the desired level of communi-
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•Pulse Rate Frequency: 320-960 pps
•Frequency Range: ~380 MHz to ~480 MHz
•Antenna Main Beam Gain: 35 dBi
•Diameter: 18.29 meters
The recent decadal study released: “NASA Space
Technology Roadmaps and Priorities: Restoring
NASA's Technological Edge and Paving the Way for a
New Era in Space (2012)” called for more CubeSats:
“CubeSats can help NASA accomplish key goals re-
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lated to the 14 space technology roadmaps…” Current communication capability on CubeSats is so
power-limited that today, only large dishes like those
on the UHF Radar could achieve high data rates.

for CubeSats also fits into the responsive low-cost
nature of Wallops for relatively high risk missions
requiring minimal documentation, pre-mission testing, and cost per pass.

The UHF Radar answers a growing need for high data
rate from CubeSats over a government licensed frequency. Figure 8 shows the UHF CubeSat groundstation at Wallops. The NSF had contributed to
prove the Wallops UHF Radar as a CubeSat ground
station. The two NSF Utah State University/Space
Dynamics Lab Dynamic Ionosphere CubeSat Experiment (DICE) 1.5 U spacecraft are successfully using
an NTIA licensed government UHF band with the
Wallops UHF Radar as its only ground station.
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The UHF Radar accommodates the addition of custom equipment for the reception of CubeSat data
without jeopardizing reception of data from other
highly expensive satellites, nor the use of the Radar
systems for Earth Science. The use of the UHF Radar
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